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Understanding the
Overhead of Database
Monitoring and Auditing

One of the most misunderstood topics related to database security is that of auditingrelated overhead imposed on databases – both when using native capabilities as well
as when using external agents. This is partly due to the fact that databases have
changed quite a bit over the last 20 years, and security vendors have been successful
in propagating FUD (Fear, Uncertainty, and Doubt) with “it depends” factors. Since
monitoring and auditing overhead differs not only in the collection method but more
so on the auditing policy and the amount of data collected, any statement claiming
that overhead will be X% is misleading and a way to avoid a frank review. Moreover,
because modern database versions, as well as modern security tools, have become
more efficient in terms of overhead, all collection methods today have low overhead,
making overhead a non-issue in practice. However, there are still some differences
mostly related to the auditing policy and these differences are due to the mechanics
of how things work. Rather than making general statements, this white paper explains
the internal workings of various methods to ensure the topic is transparent and the
end-user can easily know what to expect in various scenarios.
The main methods discussed in this document will include Agent-Based
Interception of client-server communications - as done by legacy Database
Activity Monitoring (DAM) tools such as Imperva SecureSphere, IBM Guardium, Oracle
Audit Vault, and Database Native Auditing.

“There is no magic.The
more data that is
copied and sent, the
higher the overhead.
The more evaluations are
needed, the higher the
overhead. Data movement takes up resources
and it does not matter
which part of the
system copies and sends
- what’s important is to
control policies and
make them as efficient
as possible.
Ron Bennatan
SVP & GM, Data Security, Imperva

Analysts such as Gartner and Forrester estimate that there are around 6,000
companies in the world using agent-based DAM tools. But there are 180 million
companies in the top 15 countries by GDP, 17 million companies in the US alone of
which 35,000 have annual revenues over $100 million. All these companies, of course,
use databases. Many of these companies have the same compliance requirements
as do the 6,000 adopters of DAM (which tend to be the largest companies). Many
of these 35,000 companies view database security requirements as being more
important than just the compliance aspect of auditing. They invest not just in the
collection of the data but also on using the data. All these companies, whether using
native auditing or using DAM interception have been successful in balancing the
needs for auditing with the concern that overhead remains low – all due to the fact
that modern operating systems and modern databases have made great strides to
support the need for good auditing and good security.

1. DAM Agent Interception
DAM architectures are based on agents that run as processes external to the
database. The agent intercepts the client-to-server communications, makes a copy
of the queries, and sends that off to an appliance. In most cases, this is done by
having part of the agent code running within the operating system kernel (usually as a
loadable kernel module) since this is the easiest way to intercept the reads and writes
of the database. In some cases, such interception is not possible at all. An example
of this is when the communication between the client and the server is encrypted in
which case other interception methods, usually involving replacing database libraries,
are used. In other cases such as when a stored procedure or trigger accesses data no
interception is possible and no record of that happening exists.
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The rest of this section discusses only kernel-level interception since this is the
most common usage of DAM tools and thus has the most relevance in terms of
overhead analysis.
Figure 1 shows how data flows in the case of DAM kernel-level interception. A
database client (user, script, application, etc.) initiates a connection to the database.
Whether on the same server as the database or not, the connection is facilitated by
some operating system construct – a socket, a pipe, shared memory, etc. When the
client makes a request (query) it writes to this file descriptor (let’s assume a socket for
simplicity) and the data it writes is the query. The database server reads from
the socket thereby getting the query. The database server performs the query and
writes the response back to the socket and the client reads the response (e.g., status,
error codes, results, etc.) from the socket. The kernel module intercepts the system
calls that read and write from the socket usually by injecting a call to the kernel
module’s code to be done before the read/write. The kernel module then makes a
copy of the buffer and keeps it as data in the kernel and once in a while the DAM
agent running at the user level pulls all this data from the kernel buffer and sends it
off to the DAM appliance.

Figure 1

Because the kernel module runs in the kernel it is light-weight (it needs to be very
light-weight because any overhead it imposes affects anything running on the server
and because any bugs it might have caused the entire operating system to crash or
applications to hang). As such, it cannot inspect the copy it is making or make any
decisions as to whether or not to make copies and send them along. This is why DAM
monitoring and the associated overhead is almost exclusively connection-based – the
agent may decide to make copies for this socket but not for that socket, for this pipe
but not that pipe, etc. It cannot afford to wait for a decision to be made either by the
DAM appliance and even not by the user-level agent per query because that would
introduce not only overhead but unbearable latency; apart from very simple signaling
upon connection creation it is very much a one-way stream of data and control
decisions are few and simple.
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2. Native Auditing
Figure 2 shows how data flows when no DAM agents are used and when the
database security service relies on the database’s ability to generate an audit trail.
In this scheme, the database security service installs a policy at the database
level and the database evaluates what needs to be written (i.e., copy the query or
response to a place from which the database service reads). That place can differ
between different database server types and versions. Sometimes this data is
stored in a schema, sometimes in an operating system file and sometimes the data
is streamed out of the database (e.g., as syslog). In some cases, the database even
supports more than one method and sometimes as many as three methods (for
example, Oracle can data to syslog). The fact that a database may be able to
support many methods does not mean all methods are created equal from an
overhead perspective. Twenty years ago, before regulation and compliance were a
part of daily life in IT, native auditing was implemented in naïve manners and therefore
had a high overhead. Over time all database vendors have invested in making native
auditing more performant, but they have usually picked one of the methods as their
“flagship” and it is, therefore, better to use the method that the vendor recommends
for lower overhead.

Figure 2

Here are a few examples. Oracle has over time invested much in their Unified Auditing
layer that stores the data in a schema. The investment is not only in the centralization
of all logs into one place or the fact that policies are both very efficient and very
flexible, but also in that buffering allows both the writing and the reading of the audit
data to have very low overhead.
SQL Server is another good example. Prior to SQL Server 2008, much of fine-grained
auditing relied on SQL traces which were known to have high overhead. In 2012,
Microsoft introduced extended events (and they are actually present in SQL Server
2008 as well, but less well-known) which are typically at least 3x more efficient.
Moreover, when auditing to an operating system file (versus the Windows event log,
as an example) buffering is extensively used thus providing far lower overhead.
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And of course, all more modern databases are “born” with a very extensive and
efficient auditing subsystem because without one they cannot play within the richer,
larger companies in financial services, healthcare, and other major industries. As an
example, Cassandra chose the OpenHFT libraries due to their reliability and high
performance as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3

3. Overhead Analysis
The reason that monitoring and auditing add overhead is that the system as a whole
is doing more things. When monitoring and auditing are enabled, more work needs
to be done – adding overhead since this additional work does not contribute to the
workings of the application and business (although one could say that adding security
and reducing risk does contribute to the well-being of the application/ business).
Since resources are provided by the operating system, it does not matter whether
the additional work is done by the database server itself or by other processes
running on the same server as a database. This additional work is consuming
resources at the operating system level, taking away from the resources available to
the application code.
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In order to understand the effect on the performance of any scheme we need to:
•

Look at the number of times data is copied, by whom, and in what cases.

•

Understand how to measure overhead in all cases and which resources are being
consumed.

•

Understand what “levers” one has in controlling what gets audited (this is often
called the audit policy), what happens to the data flow when these policies are
adjusted – policies and their translation into data copies are the main ways to
control overhead.

3.1 Data Copies
Every query that is audited needs to make its way all the way to the database
security service or the DAM appliance and overhead is directly proportional to how
many such queries need to make this journey. The cost for such a journey depends on
two things – how many times data is copied and whether buffering is employed (since
a data copy of 100K bytes is pretty much as expensive as a data copy of 1 byte but
orders of magnitude cheaper than 100K copies of 1 byte).
Both schemes employ buffering throughout and are equivalent in that sense. In terms
of copies, both methods also have the same number of “hops” or copies. In Figure 1
the query is copied to the kernel buffer, then to the agent’s address space, and then
sent over the network. In Figure 2 the audit system copies it to an in-memory buffer
then to a table or file from which the data is read and copied over the network.
Note that in addition to the number of copies, overall overhead is also affected by the
amount of data that gets copied. This affects both loads on the server as well as on
the network. This is the reason that while there are many capabilities involving the
ability to monitor result sets most implementations do not capture result sets and only
copy over the queries and the response codes/sizes. In most database workloads
the amount of data forming requests are at least 1000x smaller than the amount of
data forming responses and most companies do not think that the added benefit of
collecting and analyzing responses justifies this high added overhead.

3.2 Audit Policies
Because overhead is proportional to the amount of data that needs to be copied and
sent, the main place that one can control the total overhead is in the audit policy. It
is no surprise that twenty years ago when database auditing was an all-or-nothing
facility, the overhead was simply too onerous. But all vendors have invested greatly in
fine-grained auditing now, allowing to audit by the user, by command, by the object,
by privilege, and more. In fact, native auditing is far more granular than DAM audit
policies thus allowing far better control on overhead.
To understand why you need to go back to Figures 1 and 2 and look at where the
decision may be made on whether a particular query should be added to the audit
trail or not.
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The location this decision can be made in Figure 1 depends on what type of auditing
is desired. DAM agents can only control auditing at a user level – which is why the
major part of DAM implementations are based on exclusion or inclusion lists of
connection credentials. Either the entire user is audited or it is entirely excluded (in
terms of overhead). In reality, it is not necessarily a user – it is a connection – i.e. any
combination of connection attributes such as client IP, source program, username,
etc. The reason this can only be done at connection level is that this is the only thing
the DAM agent and more importantly the kernel module know – they cannot “reach
into” the query itself.
To not consume too many resources on the host, all parsing and inspection are done
on the DAM appliance. The agents only know about connection-level properties.
Therefore, they can easily decide to not audit certain connections and audit others.
However, they cannot (from an overhead perspective) audit at an object, command
or privilege level. For example, if one wants to base the implementation on auditing
access to certain tables where sensitive data resides but not limit this to only some
connections, then all queries bar none need to be copied and sent to the appliance
for processing – creating onerous overhead. This is one of the reasons that DAM
implementations are almost always used in privileged user monitoring only, why DAM
implementation almost always totally exclude all application connections apart from
BI tools which have very low query counts, and why DAM implementation are so
susceptible to account abuse/compromise issues (since all decisions are hardcoded
based on connection information only). It is true that DAM tools can log access to
sensitive tables (as an example) but from an overhead perspective what happens is
that ALL queries need to be copied and sent to the appliance and it is the appliance
that then logs 0.1% of the data and throws away 99.9% of it.
In Figure 2 it is the database auditing subsystem that makes the decision. After the
query is received and parsed (it is parsed for execution anyway, it is not parsed for
auditing), the auditing subsystem makes an evaluation as to whether it needs to be
logged or not. At that point the database knows everything – it knows the user (and
other connection properties), it knows the command, it knows the object and in most
databases, it even has privilege and role information). Therefore, decisions can be
precise and granular. Most databases also include a “total ignore” at the connection
level like most DAM systems do (for example, EVALUATE PER SESSION in Oracle
Unified Auditing as shown in Figure 4), But contrary to DAM audit policies, one can
also audit risky commands or actions selectively and thus not have entire “dark pools”
of activity.

Figure 4
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3.3 Where Overhead Is Observed
While both schemes incur similar overhead in terms of copy/send and differ mainly
in terms of granularity, even when the amount of data being copied/sent is identical
the overhead is observed in different “places”. With the database producing the audit
trail, the overhead is observed simply by the resources consumed by the database
server processes. This is quite easy to measure even using simple tools like top in
Unix. When DAM is used it is a little harder to measure overhead because some of
the overhead is assigned to the DAM agent, some to the database server, and much
to the kernel. Therefore, simply looking at the agent CPU utilization is not enough.
DAM code is loaded into the kernel (of which there is only one, and why when there
is a bug in the code a kernel panic happens, and the system as a whole crashes) and
therefore the additional time spent in the kernel needs to be accounted for.
For example, in the two measurements below not only is a DAM agent consuming
resources at user level but is also causing an additional 5.6% overhead at the kernel
level – from 6.9% to 12.6%.

4. Example Audit Scenarios
This section traces what data flows in a number of typical auditing scenarios that
companies adopt in order to understand performance overhead implications. The
scenarios that will be reviewed are:
1. (Only) privileged user monitoring.
2. Privileged activities monitoring.
3. Sensitive data access monitoring.
4. Monitoring changes to critical data.
5. Proxy user monitoring.

While there are many other possible compliance requirements, these five scenarios
cover a large percentage of real-world needs. In addition, these types are often
combined to address multiple regulatory needs. For example, companies might need
to combine privileged activity monitoring with sensitive data access monitoring.
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4.1 (Only) Privileged-User Monitoring
Privileged user monitoring involves an audit policy that audits all activities performed
by DBAs, security admin, as well as activities performed using fire IDs and some
service accounts. These audit policies can use fixed lists of which users/ connections
to monitor or, conversely, could involve a list of users/connections not to monitor –
i.e. rather than say which users to monitor, one defines which connections to omit
(e.g. application server connections). This is the simplest possible audit policy and
usually has the lowest overhead. It does however suffer from significant issues
from a security perspective since bypass is simple and any AI or machine learning
capabilities cannot be effectively employed. These audit policies are also hard to
sustain since lists for hundreds of applications and thousands of databases need to
be actively maintained (manually with DAM or using automation when a database
security service is employed). These policies are very common, usually when the
implementation is mostly driven by a need to “tick the checkbox”.
From an overhead perspective, monitoring specific connections or omitting certain
connections is identical in both DAM and native auditing schemes. In agent
interception the decision on which file descriptor to ignore can be made once after
which all data flowing on that connection is either copied or not. Similarly, when using
the database’s audit subsystem, the decision is made for the entire session once. And
because the number of copies is the same, no significant difference is observed.

4.2 Privileged-Activities Monitoring
Privileged-activities monitoring is a refinement of 4.1 that prevents bypass and
complex list management. The problem with 4.1 is that when fixed lists are created,
they can easily be bypassed and they need to be constantly updated. If a privileged
user knows that a certain app account is not being monitored, they can try to
login using that account. If a fixed list of privileged users is used to decide what
connections to monitor one can create a new user that will be used to perform
malicious activity and no one will be the wiser. Since the compliance requirements
are actually about administrative activities and privileges, it is sometimes better to
base the audit on these activities and not on the connection attributes. Thus, if an
app session starts performing problematic commands such as creating users, it will
not be ignored.
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Using agent-based interception to implement this scenario means that all activities
bar none need to be copied and sent to the appliance for analysis. This is because
the agent cannot look into the SQL – the SQL is only analyzed by the code running
on the appliance. This scheme implies high overload on the host, agent, and DAM
appliance. Native auditing policies allow specifying specific commands and specific
privileges within an audit policy. For example, one can tell a database (Oracle in this
example) to audit based on an action or a privilege or even a role:

For example, one can audit the role EXP_FULL_ DATABASE – in which case even if one
takes over the app account and uses it to dump (export) the entire database this will
be seen – all while NOT requiring high overhead because the decision point is within
the database and copies are only made when such an event occurs.

4.3 Sensitive Data Access Monitoring
Sensitive data monitoring is required very often, second only to the need to monitor
elevated privileges. Sensitive data monitoring is common in privacy regulations, PII/
NPI-based requirements, PCI and more. It differs from 4.1 in that it requires broad
monitoring/auditing when anyone accesses sensitive data. It is also needed in order
to create baselines and profiles even for app access so that AI and machine learning
can be used to discover issues in excessive access to sensitive data.
Similar to 4.2, agent-based interception means that all data needs to be copied and
sent and analyzed by the DAM appliance and thus high overhead is observed. The
reason is the same – the DAM agent has no awareness of what object is being used
and therefore all SQL needs to be shipped to the DAM appliance. Here too, native
auditing provides selective control to audit all actions and even specific actions on
specific objects (such as READ vs WRITE), e.g. to audit all access to a specific table in
a specific schema:

In addition to high DAM overhead on the system as a whole, DAM interception also
suffers from the fact that any indirect access through view, stored procedure, links
and triggers cannot be audited whereas the native approach covers this fully.
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4.4 Monitoring Changes to Critical Data
This scenario and the impact on performance is identical to 4.3 – the only difference
is that in 4.3 the focus is on SELECTs and READs whereas in 4.4. the focus is on DDL
and on INSERT/UPDATE/ DELETE. Bypass and indirection issues exist here as well.

4.5 Proxy User Monitoring
Proxying capabilities exist in most modern database systems and involve a
connection that is made using one set of credentials but then within the same
session some activity is done in the context of a different identity. Some databases
call it proxy users, others call it impersonation and others call it “run-as”. There are
different ways databases implement this feature. Sometimes the database creates
a completely separate connection. For such databases, connection-based audit
policies will have reasonable overhead when using DAM agents since connectionlevel decisions may be made. But when the database implements this proxying
as a light-weight session and not a full-blown and separate connection then DAM
implementations have no recourse but to monitor everything, causing high overhead.
DAM issues with this category have a second manifestation. In all databases, stored
procedures can be defined to have a “run as” flag. This is similar to the sticky bit in
Unix where some actions require higher privileges and are encapsulated in a stored
procedure but allowed to be called from additional non-privileged users. Usually, such
invocations need to be audited even if performed from an app connection. In this
case, also, DAM deployments need to make copies of all activity since they cannot
know when this stored procedure is called without analyzing all activity.

5. Summary
There is no magic. The more data that is copied and sent, the higher the overhead.
The more evaluations are needed, the higher the overhead. Data movement takes up
resources and it does not matter which part of the system copies and sends – what’s
important is to control policies and make them as efficient as possible. Perhaps
twenty years ago there were inefficiencies in terms of how data was copied, but that
is no longer the case. After twenty years of living in a world where compliance and
regulation are part of IT, both database vendors and DAM vendors have invested
in making their copy-stores and schemes efficient. Whether it is the database that
needs to make the copy or another process – the overhead is the same. And since
buffering and lock-less architectures are universal, it is practically impossible to
observe differences in overheads between methods, database types, and more.
The main differences that remain are in the ability to control policies in a granular
way – both in order to reduce overhead but also in order to provide more meaningful
security and reduce the risk with static lists of monitored users.
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Finally, there is one very important difference between the methods that affect
building a good security program. When agent-interception technologies were built
20 years ago User and Entity Behavioral Analytics (UEBA) and machine learning
techniques did not exist and all security was based on hard-coded alerts. Rules were
built in a way that “if user X does activity Y, send an alert”. When that was the norm,
and as long as the audit policies were always made to include “user X”, then the
security and audit needs seemed aligned. Later, security professionals learned that
these alerts were worthless, not actionable, and just created noise (not just in the
field of database security). The industry evolved to using UEBA, machine learning,
statistical modeling, and AI. But UEBA cannot function when all policies
are based on “monitor user X but not user Y”. It must be based on monitoring actions,
privileges, behaviors, and/or on access to sensitive data – otherwise deviations from
normal behavior, protection against the insider threat and protection from account
takeover and/or misuse is not possible. This evolution in security thinking makes
connection-based agent-interception methods even less viable for a modern
security program.
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